FOLLOWING SENT ACTION TEL AVIV, SEPT 28, FROM SECSTATE RPTD TO YOU:

QUOTE STATE 194280

EXDIS

E.O. 11652 - XGDS
TAGS: IS, EG, SY, MOPS
SUBJECT: RUMORED EGYPTIAN MILITARY ALERT

FOR AMBASSADOR FROM SISCO

1. WE HAVE A REPORT THAT EGYPTIAN AIR DEFENSE WAS TO HAVE GONE ON ALERT EARLY SEPTEMBER 28. REQUEST EMBASSY OBTAIN ISRAELI ASSESSMENT OF THIS REPORT. DO THEY HAVE SIMILAR INFORMATION? IF SO, DO THEY ASCRIBE IT TO MILITARY EXERCISE, PRECAUTIONARY REACTION TO REPORTS OF SYRIAN TROOP MASSING OPPOSITE GOLAN, OR SOME MILITARY INITIATIVE?
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2. WOULD ALSO APPRECIATE ISRAELI ASSESSMENT OF SYRIAN MILITARY DEPLOYMENTS AND INTENTIONS.

3. MAY WE PLEASE HAVE YOUR ASSESSMENT TO ARRIVE IN THE
DEPARTMENT AT THE LATEST BY COB MONDAY, OCTOBER 1. KISSINGER UNQUOTE. KISSINGER
SECRET
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